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Abstract

The article presents an approach towards the use of software architecture earlier in the development process. Architectural views are aggregated in the operational profiles in order to appropriately guide testing to each stage of integration of space system. The goal is to highlight the system’s quality attributes such as performance into testing selection derived from operational profiles, a software reliability engineering technique based on system usage modeling. The research has being applied on the development of satellite payload embedded software in QSEE project.

1. Motivation

The software embedded in a subsystem or an equipment module onboard of a spacecraft is an unit under testing in many integration stages of the space mission development lifecycle. System integration involves assembly the complete system from its component modules and performing initial testing to verify its functionality before progressing to full system testing and validation. A range of methods is used to achieve integration, although progressive integrations are the more traditional approach [1]. For instance, in order to accomplish the complete satellite mission qualification requirements, payload embedded software shall be tested, at least, in three stages of integration: (1) payload equipment level when the software is integrated with the payload hardware; (2) satellite platform subsystem, in which the communication with platform main computer is validated; and, finally (3) system integration level, when the satellite communication with ground segment is tested. Following such incremental process, usually, particular testing workbench is required for each integration stage. Requirements engineering techniques have evolved into software engineering practice with benefits to the software test planning. The answer to questions like “how effort in testing shall be afforded?” relies on how much the service delivered by the system is required to be trusted. Since the service delivered corresponds to its behavior, as it is perceived by user (another human or technical system), the model of the usage of the system has been the target of many researches in the sense of being an effective reference for critical software validation in space application domain [2] [3].

2. Testability and Reliability

At least 40% of the cost of developing well-engineered systems is taken up by testing [4]. The response measures for testability deal with how effective the tests are in discovering faults and how long it takes to perform the tests to some desired level of coverage. Testing is a verification and validation technique which aims to reach confidence through the product operation by both identifying failures and removing fault, reducing the number or the severity of faults [5][6]. Concerning to confidence along the operational life of the product, reliability is the ability of providing continuity of correct service. The reliability is hence not only depending on the number of faults in the software, but on how the software is used, exposing the faults as failures. Designing and executing test cases based on operational usage anticipates the future operation increasing system reliability. This issue is addressed in reliability growth test, a type of software reliability engineering test, typically used for the system test phase which comprises feature, load and regression test [7].

3. Operational profiles

Operational profile is an external user-oriented test model, which specifies the intended usage of the system in terms of operations and their occurrence probabilities [7] [8]. Usually, operational profiles approach deals with functional requirement.
Developing an operational profile to guide testing involves as many as five steps: find the customer profile, establish the user profile, define the system-mode profile, determine the functional profile and determine the operational profile itself. The first four steps break down the system use progressively into more detail. In the last one, functions evolve into operations as the system is implemented. Although the model bases on the operational architecture to evolve functions into operations, there is some but rarely complete correlation between the operational architecture and the system architecture. Since dependability is a key system property in critical software domain like embedded software into space application, the article exploits the use of software architecture in order to aggregate dependability attributes, such as performance, into operational profile.

4. Software Architecture

The software architecture specifies how the system is divided into smaller parts, the responsibilities of each of its parts and how the desired system’s properties can emerge from the interaction of its parts. An architecture is foremost an abstraction of a system that suppresses details of elements. Systems comprise more than one structure and no one structure can irrefutably claim to be the architecture. There are many architectural views to describe software architecture such as logical view which focuses on functional requirements and whose architectural components are entities, for instance UML use case diagrams. The abstraction models presented in the architecture can be applied to exhibit both system’s quality attributes such as performance and functional requirements.

5. Research work

The ongoing research explores the potential of the software architectural views as information layers to structure the operational profiles model for test selection. The case study is the X-ray imager software embedded in the MIRAX satellite mission payload, named SWPDC, on development in QSEE project [9] at INPE. It aims at an effort reduction in both time and cost on the process of SWPDC validation along the 3 integration stages. Three stakeholders were considered to deal with integration tests: satellite tester, instrument engineer and payload principal investigator who are the users type in User Profile. Occurrence probabilities were assumed for everyone in each integration stage. System Mode Profile and Functional Profile were defined based on the SWPDC requirement specification. Function critically information (High or Low) has been added on the original operational model. The functions were mapped onto operations using SWPD use case diagrams. The operational profile segments for each user type, system mode, interface usage and component usage were produced. The Key input variable and environment variable have been defined taking into account the services to be provided by SWPDC which does not mean system modes neither functions, rather sequence of operations. The interface usage view helped to elaborate test case for performance requirement validation. Results of the case study have properly contributed to plan testing in each integration stage of space system.
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